Prevents clog build-up while maintaining free-flowing drains with a
thick-bodied formula that contains multi-cultured bacterial spores and
free enzymes that cling to drainpipe walls, reducing organic waste
build-up.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
SHAKE OR MIX WELL BEFORE USING.
TO REMOVE DRAIN BLOCKAGES: Pour 2 ounces of BIO-D into
clogged drain. Its thickened formula will carry this unique product
directly to the site of the stoppage. Allow drain to set undisturbed for
at least 6 hours, preferably overnight. Flush drain with hot water for
several minutes to loosen clog and restore normal drain flow. If flow
is not completely restored, repeat treatment.
NOTE: BIO-D utilizes the digestive abilities of naturally-occurring
bacteria to break up organic material (food waste, animal and
vegetable fats and oils, undissolved soap residue) into smaller watersoluble particles. Bacterial activity will have little effect on clogs
created by inorganic materials (plaster, film developing products,
plastic articles). If you have a clog composed of these items, remove
the inorganic matter first and use this product according to label
directions.
Most drain clogs result from the accumulation of food materials on
the inside of drain surfaces. Regular use establishes an active
bacteria population that continuously works to keep this accumulation
from occurring. Adding 1 ounce of BIO-D to drains once a week and
allowing it to work overnight ensures that drains remain open. For
drains that receive large amounts of organic matter (kitchens and
garbage disposals), increase the dosage to 2 or 3 ounces once per
week. Bleach, harsh detergents and disinfectants may kill bacteria.
Allow several hours after using these products before adding BIO-D
to your drains.

BIO-D
DRAIN OPENER / MAINTAINER AND BUILD-UP REMOVER
THICK BODIED FORMULA REDUCES ORGANIC WASTE
HIGHLY ACTIVE CONCENTRATE

CAUTION

May irritate eyes and skin. See side panel for additional
precautionary instructions and first aid instructions.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION
May irritate eyes and skin. Avoid contact
with eyes and skin. Use gloves and safety
glasses when handling. Wash thoroughly
after handling. Do not take internally. If in
eyes, flush with plenty of cool water for at
least 15 minutes. If irritation persists, obtain
medical assistance. If on skin, remove
contaminated clothing and launder before reuse. Wash skin and hands with soap and
water. If swallowed, give person several
glasses of water and induce vomiting.
Contact physician or poison control center
for additional instructions.
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

Sold By:

NET CONTENTS: ONE GALLON
www.rex-bac-t.com

